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Camp Clayton Workshop 2015
István Bodóczky joined us on 23rd and 24th of May 2015 at Camp Clayton for our annual Kite Flyers
of Tasmania workshop. The weather for the duration of the workshop was classic - beautiful crisp
autumn days – cool mornings, blue skies and minimal wind.
We all retreated to Pedro’s restaurant for dinner on Saturday evening. Although our service was delayed by another very large concurrent group, it proved to be a delicious and convivial evening.
What a workshop it turned out to be! I think that all of those attending were well pleased to have been
able to participate.
Initially István encouraged us to think outside our “squares”
and symmetry when conceptualising a kite.
Rather that thinking of the structure of the kite first, he tutored
us into conceiving an image and shape primarily, with development of framing and bridling as a secondary process. Freeform ideas were the feature of this process, with some of us
more challenged than others in arriving at shape to work with!
We framed our creations with lattices of split-bamboo, ensuring that the cross-pieces were at right-angles prior to attempting to find an axis of wind-loading for the purposes of finding a
suitable bridling point.
Next he took us through a process of dyeing “Ikea” serviettes
to create patterns and develop an “Edo” style kite. This
proved a wonderful exposé of peoples’ latent colour skills!
After drying and framing with split-bamboo, most participants were able to display their creations in
the sky outside.
István took time out to share with us some of his projects that he undertakes in Hungary and also a
beautifully simple kite creation that he utilises in his workshops with children. My technician structured mind can only marvel at his artistic creativity in the development of this concept. István also
shared some of his sons’ and other Hungarian kite creators developments as well as providing us
with a very personal portfolio of his creations – including his family.
Finally, István provided encouragement and
expertise in the development of projects utilising split-bamboo framework, curved/shaped/
moulded into creative asymmetric shapes with
colourful partially covered skins. Unfortunately
we were unable to complete what István had
initially hoped to – joining all of the creations
into one single kite.
Rodger
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The Tassie experience
This was planned to be a kite workshop challenging creativity.
I don’t know about the other participants, but for
me it was challenging, all right. I had to deal
with circumstances that were entirely new to
me, such as everything happening 8 hours earlier, the south being colder than the north, so
many animals still living freely in the wild - and
people eating Vegemite! I also found it challenging to make a workshop with experienced
kite-fliers.
Not quite unusually, nothing went as I had originally planned. Time being limited, I skipped
most of the discussions and my presentations,
jumping straight to the practical part instead. (I
reminded myself that the most effective way to learn is through creative activities.)
The original plan was as follows:
A visual message Cut out the silhouette of something from thin paper (no bigger than 40 cm in
diameter)! This image should convey a message that only one person (or a few people) can
understand; they should be able to guess that it is from you. Fix a frame to it so that it can be
flown as a kite!
Experimenting: reinforcing and decorating paper sails (square kite, bird kite and variations,
Eddy train, sled kite)
The non-kite kite First, everyone gets the same number of bamboo sticks to create a flat complex shape – a sort of abstract drawing, a scribble that the material itself offers. This will
serve as a frame, and should cover no more than a 40x40 cm area. You can use straight as
well as curved lines. Cut out bits of thin paper to match the shapes of certain areas of the
frame, and then fix these papers on the frame. (Some areas should be left paperless.) You
can decorate the papers with drawings, text or collages.
Once these “personal units” are
completed, we fix them together to
create a group kite. This way, the
many small non-kites will hopefully
fly.
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Initials Make a model for a larger kite in the shape of your initials!
Pair work First, each of you should make a flat frame from the bamboo sticks you’re given.
When you’re ready, swap frames with your partner, and start sticking paper sails on the one
you just received! You don’t need to think in terms of flying it as a kite. Just do it however it
looks good to you. As the last step, swap with your partner again, and try to bridle your kite
so it can be flown!
Repetition Make a curvy shape out of a single bamboo stick, then make another in the exact
same shape and size! Fix them together, either symmetrically or asymmetrically, then add
paper sails to this frame so that it can be flown as a kite!
Theme kites Make a paper kite that expresses (either through the outline of the kite, or the images and writing on the sails) one of the following: your favorite bit of wisdom; one of your frustrations; a wish of yours; something (or someone) that/who is the opposite of you in some
way; something you wish you had learned; a recurring dream; the injustice that disturbs you
most; something that makes you feel good; a chance you have missed; a personal quality
you would happily exchange (and for what); something you have lost; something that irritates
you; one of your worries; or something completely different.
Don’t tell anyone which of these you’ve chosen! We’ll try to guess when you’re finished.
Another variation: Pull a scrap of paper from a hat. A notion or emotional state will be written
on it (such as fury, calmness, pain, sorrow, excitement, melancholy, fear, fun, aggression).
Make a 3-D structure from bamboo sticks that expresses your given word!
Challenge Pair work: try and make a kite together. BUT you will both be handicapped - one
blindfolded, the other having to work with one hand only.
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Unfortunately, we couldn’t even finish the non-kite kite. We didn’t get as far as fixing the units together, although some tried to fly theirs as an individual asymmetric kite. I knew I had over-planned the
workshop, but it did not matter. I only feel sorry that we didn’t have more time to talk about certain
topics, like everyone’s personal experiences in kite-flying or the classification of different kites.
I was really lucky to have such great company in Tasmania, and I feel privileged that I was given a
little insight into Tassie peoples’ lives, which greatly enriched the picture I’ve gained of this beautiful
place.
István Bodóczky

P.S.: If you feel like it, we could start a Tassie
kite challenge: sending an image cut out from
thin paper in an envelope to a kite friend who
then should try and make a frame for it so it
could be flown as a kite. If someone is prepared to make the mailing list
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This year was different to the other Camp Clayton weekends I have attended.
Firstly I chose to travel home to sleep so didn’t need to
pack bedding, nor did I need to pack my sewing machine. I did pack some supplies like scissors and pencils, as well as obligatory warm clothes, but hey it’s Tassie after all.
Greeting friends and meeting István I wondered what I
was in for. I was nervous, as a kite novice amongst experienced and long standing kiters.
István began with a sharing of art and making. Handling
a flint tool and a replica of a prehistoric figurine was a
highlight for me. We, as a race it seems have made
from what is around us for eons.
István’s approach to use readily available, cheap often
recycled materials to make kites appeals to me. Remembering the boys in Timor Leste with their diamond
kites made from scrounged paper and bamboo, standing on the roof tops of their poor dwellings and commanding the skies with their kites is a richness worth
striving for. Their kites were part of the dynamic place
that Santa Cruz Cemetery now is.
István shared lots of simple techniques for decorating what may end up flying. First you make the
shape, then you think about getting it to fly. My squiggle shape glued onto thin bamboo ended up
flying, on the end of a broom as we had no wind. Nothing
seemed a problem for István, he just gently showed other
options.
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I was inspired and made a quick design of gum leaves with blossom. I wanted to try all the techniques on offer so was really
busy all weekend. I coloured serviettes, not one but three. I
stenciled and did splatter painting with a toothbrush. One became another kite that flew.

Lastly I made an asymmetric design that just grew from bent
canes and paper. I learnt how to split canes and even how to bend cane over a candle flame.
I experienced István as a gentle soul, quietly present, and full of ideas and experience from a life of
making things that fly.
The others who were there made it a great social weekend also. Instead of tea in on Saturday night
we went to a local restaurant and had a most enjoyable time.
And as with all things kitey up here in the northwest, we finished up at Anvers. A sweet way to round
off a great weekend.
Mary Ann Sheahan
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The last time I was in Tassie was for the 1998 Roaring Forties International Kite Festival. That was far too long ago, it
was definitely time for a revisit. So when I heard KFT had
invited István Bodóczky to give a workshop that was all the
excuse I needed. And what a worthwhile trip it turned out
to be.
Camp Clayton is well
suited for kite making
workshops. Comfortable, clean accommodation, an ideal common area for the workshop, friendly camp
staff, good food and
just the right amount of
privacy for the group. What more could we want?

Well, an inspiring workshop and
great company would make the
weekend perfect… and it was.
Right from the start István encouraged us out of our comfort zones,
opened our minds to new ideas
and inspired us to try different
things. There were a few tentative
moments at the beginning, (What
am I doing? Is this okay? Does
this look right?) but pretty soon
everyone was sketching, cutting,
sticking and tying. Soon after Saturday lunchtime, we were already
making our creations fly – and fly
they did!
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I was amazed at the differences between people’s creations, and
delighted to see the help and encouragement within the group.
Egos (if there were any) had been left at the door, everyone was
there determined to learn, have a good time, and make sure it
was worthwhile for everyone else. The friendly group atmosphere continued for the entire weekend.
The workshop content provided by István was excellent, and
considering the time restraints of the weekend he managed to
get a large and diverse amount of material covered. Nothing
seemed rushed, there were plenty of opportunities to have a
break, chat within the group (and enjoy the excellent snacks provided), and yet I ended the weekend with so much new, useful
information.
I have been fortunate to have attended a number of
kiting workshops around the world. This one was definitely the friendliest, most un-pressured, and in the
best facilities and location. I’d certainly like to take
Camp Clayton along with me next time I attend a
workshop in the US!
Kite Flyers of Tasmania, thank you for organising the
workshop. Thank you for the friendship you all gave
so freely over the weekend. Thank you for welcoming
people from outside Tasmania to join in, and thank
you for having the insight to invite such a wonderful
teacher as István.
Let me know what you have planned for next time…
I’ll be back!
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István is well known around the world
for his kite designs. His published
works are in collectors libraries globally. Having the opportunity to spend
the weekend with him designing was
not without some trepidation.
That trepidation faded away quickly
as we got into the first Saturday morning session.
IIstván is an accomplished presenter
and made all the session fun. The
most rewarding thing for me was the
idea of going back to basics and relooking at things that we have taken
as a "given" in a slightly different way. That was demonstrated interestingly by way of the short workshop exercises carried out throughout the weekend.
Bravo István.
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Kite Workshop with István Bodóczky
I wasn’t expecting much. A kite maker from Hungary – what
could he know? I was pleasantly surprised to find out the man
knows a great deal.
Who could guess that asymmetrical kites could be so endearing to make and, yes, they do fly. The possibilities for creation
are endless and so rewarding. István (we are all now friends
and on a first name basis) gently facilitated the workshop forward as our group has a tendency to mess about. Having
said that, István has this dry sense of humour and we
laughed and laughed throughout the workshop. This made
the experience fun. He brought his own materials and we
learned much about paper texture, colour, and shape. He
showed us pictures of his family and we showed him pictures
of our family. He fitted right in and we felt we had known him
for years.
I tried to catch him out on several points of information to no
avail (forgive me István).
We gave him little trinkets to take back to Hungary
and he accepted them graciously. He had books,
pictures and videos to add to a comprehensive learning experience. Additionally, the man never tires. He
just keeps on going like the Energizer Bunny. He is
very respectful of our culture and so chivalrous when
it comes to the females of our group – attempting to
stand when they left the table. Another important
aspect of the man’s character is that he likes our
MONA and he likes our beer.
The only criticism I have of the entire experience is
that he did not ask for confidential feedback should
there need to be any improvement to the process.
He was accessible and you did not have to chase
him. His focus on your concerns made you feel special. We want him back. So much more to learn and
share with others. Please come back István!

Jane
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How do you see shapes?
Until May, when we went to a great workshop KFT put on
(with invited guest artistic kite maker, István Bodóczky), I
had seen and thought in geometric shapes – squares, rectangles, triangles and circles. Avril on the other hand has
the ability to see flowing lines and curves. I look at a shape
and say “Wow – it looks like a kite.” Therein lies my challenge with a creative workshop like Istvan’s.
To break it down to its very basic principle, Istvan’s challenge to us, was to design a shape – any shape, but not to
think as kite fliers, but artists or at least free hand drawers.
Step two of this exercise was then to remove a third to a
half of the infill of this new shape, leaving not opposing
pieces or even balanced pieces to infill – yet leaving the
framework. The
remaining shape
should not resemble anything. This
was the point of
the exercise. The
best I can describe
this was to think of
an abstract shape,
patchwork or papier mâchè that
had just been
started and had only a few pieces laid on it in odd places
and then left. That’s all very well and good. We have put
away our preconceived kite maker shapes (with a few notable exceptions of course), and had a brief foray into the
arts.
Then up speaks István and says “Well done! Now bridle it
and make it into a kite”.
Which way is up?
Which way is down?
Where on earth do I
put my bridle point or
points and how many?
I wish I had skipped all
the above and made a
diamond or square. But anyway………………..
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Soon, with quiet guidance and knowledge from
István, these odd shapes with hit and miss pieces of sail were being balanced with oddly placed
tow points and varying lengths of bridle and
were being towed through the air by energetic
runners or pulled through the air with bridle on
the end of a length of broom handle.

Had there been even the slightest of breeze, this
sort of gymnastics would not have been needed.
One by one these shapes were ‘flown’ to great
smiles and ever the odd “WOW” from their creative
makers.

I don’t know where this theology
will lead me in kite making but it
certainly has taught me to think
out of the square – or triangle for
that matter. So not only did we
get to meet a very quiet, humble
and most enjoyable artist/kite
maker in István, if you think
deeply enough about the things
he taught us and way of thinking, I think we learnt some valuable life lessons as well as kite
making lessons.
So now when I think of a design
or shape, I wonder “could I possible make that into a kite” or
lately it has been “what about a
guitar”?
Flewy
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Camp Clayton was
a special weekend to
meet up with the Tassie
kite fliers again.
The workshop by István
Bodóczky was superb.
The workshop pushed
my artistic design and
kite engineering.
It was great to work with
bamboo and paper
again, something close
to my kite heart.
Thankyou everyone and looking forward to the next Tassie workshop.
Your friend in flight
P-air
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Getting Bambooselt
Teaching old dogs new tricks
The first thing David Chandler taught me making
sled kites was to fold the material into half to get
perfect symmetry, even if you run slightly off the
template. Also I remembered from my glider days
that both wings had to provide absolutely the same
lift to avoid roll. Ever since that I have religiously

preached this mantra of total symmetry to generations of beginning kite makers. Along comes István
and tells us to throw out this restraint and to think of
the object we are going to make not as a kite but as
floating art. I can see some difficulty coming up as it
might be possible to balance a non-symmetrical object with multiple and long bridles in one condition,
however at a different wind speed the centre of effort will invariably shift. Later I found out that in the
same way we adjust the tow point up and down the bridle to change the angle of attack to varied
wind speeds, a prussic slip knot could allow us to tune the point of balance on a lateral bridle. Problem solved.
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Over time sail material has advanced from paper to silk
over plastic to Tyvek® and finally to various rip-stop fabrics
to be lighter, stronger and more durable and colour intensive. But István has made paper his preferred medium as
it is easy to get, simple to handle and freely paint with water colour.

The frames too have improved from timber to bamboo over glass-fibre to carbon
tubes to be lighter, stronger and easier to
dismantle for transport. But this time we
go back to traditional bamboo which had
been used in the east for centuries. I
found that while it has got some challenges to handle for the novice it contributes a new design element to the emerg-

ing art work which has its own natural beauty and elegance not to be found in the other frame materials. As
for collapsibility; I might just join those strange people
that lug big flat boxes onto the flying field.
So back to the future: We thank István very much for
guiding us towards a different way of looking at kites.
I enjoyed the workshop tremendously and have the result to prove it:
Pigs can’t fly (except for Pink Floyd), but if Robert Trépanier can make dogs fly, so can I, or at least I tried.
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